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WHAT IS “GOOD DESIGN?”



“Design is not just what it  
looks like and feels like.  
Design is how it works.”

	 	 	 —Steve	Jobs
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Design process after Tim Brennan (~1990), engineer at Apple’s Creative 
Services Group (Source: Dubberly 2004)
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Design process
after Tim Brennan (~1990)

At an off-site for Apple Computer’s Creative Services de-
partment, Tim Brennan began a presentation of his group’s 
work by showing this model. “Here’s how we work,” he said. 
“Somebody calls up with a project; we do some stuff; and 
the money follows.” 

Brennan captures important aspects of the process:
- the potential for play
- its similarity to a “random walk”
- the importance of iteration 
- its irreducible “black-box” nature 



The Process of Design Squiggle by Damien Newman, Central Office of Design is 
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-No Derivative Works 3.0 United 
States License.
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c h a p t e r  t w o :

F O U R  Q U e s T i O n s ,  T e n  T O O L s

Remember the drawing of the design process in Chapter 1? Here is ours:

What is? What if? What wows? What works?? $

We start and end in the same place as Apple’s Tim Brennan, but we’ve untangled the hairball into a manage-
able process. Despite a lot of fancy vocabulary like “ideation” and “co-creation,” the design process deals with four 
very basic questions, which correspond to the four stages of the process: What is? What if? What wows? and What 
works? The What is stage explores current reality. What if envisions a new future. What wows makes some choices.  
What works takes us into the marketplace. The widening and narrowing of the bands around each question represent 
what designers call “divergent” and “convergent” thinking. In the early part of each stage of the design thinking 
process, we are progressively expanding our field of vision, looking as broadly and expansively around us as possible 
in order not to be trapped by our usual problem framing and pre-existing set of solutions. After we have generated 
a new set of concepts, we begin to reverse the process by converging, progressively narrowing down our options to 
the most promising.

Designing for Growth: A Design Thinking Tool Kit for 
Managers by Jeanne Liedtka and Tim Ogilvie
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Modified from model by H. Corcoran,  
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Instability
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Donis A. Dondis, A Primer of Visual Literacy, pg. 189

Visual Strategies of Contrast and Harmony
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Account Account Name Total for Account

101001 Instructional Supplies $3,564

101002 Office Supplies $462

101003 Equipment — Non Capital $1,288

101004 Travel Conference Fees $560

101007 Miscellaneous Entertainment $82

101008 Postage/Shipping $218

101081 Temp Staff $74

101092 Honoraria Critics Vis Artist $1,000

 Departmental Expenditures $7,338
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Donis A. Dondis, A Primer of Visual Literacy, pg. 189
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Color Coding and Typography 
Target Prescription | Deborah Adler + Target



Original, 1990’s Proposed in 2014

PROPOSED LABEL / WHAT’S DIFFERENT

Nutrition Facts 
8 servings per container
Serving size                         2/3 cup (55g)

Total Fat 8g
 Saturated Fat 1g
         Trans Fat 0g
Cholesterol 0mg
Sodium 160mg
Total Carbs 37g
 Dietary Fiber 4g
 Sugars 1g
  Added Sugars 0g
Protein 3g

12%
5%

0%
7%

12%
14%

Vitamin D 2mcg
Calcium 260mg
Iron 8mg
Potassium 235mg

10%
20%
45%
5%

% DV*

* Footnote on Daily Values (DV) and calories 
   reference to be inserted here.

Calories 230
Amount per 2/3 cup

Servings:
larger,

bolder type

Updated
Daily

Values

% DV
comes first

New:
added sugars

Change
of nutrients

required

Serving sizes
updated
Calories:
larger type

Actual
amounts
declared

New
footnote
to come

FDA Nutrition Label (Nutrition Labeling and Education Act)



Color & Scale 
GOOD Magazine | An Interactive Guide to Nutrition and the Human Body



Type

iOS Human Interface Guidelines | https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/
documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/ColorImagesText.html#//
apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH58-SW1



Choosing a Typeface  Stick with the classics

Akzidenz
Avenir
Archer
Baskerville
Bembo

Bodoni
Century
Chronicle

Clearview

Clarendon

Cooper Hewitt

DIN 1451

Didot
Filosofia
Franklin

Frutiger

Futura
Garamond
Gill Sans
Gotham
Helvetica
Lubalin

Meta

Mercury

Minion
Mrs. Eaves

Neutraface

Palatino
Perpetua
Rockwell

Sabon

Scala / Sans

Thesis / Sans
Univers

Whitney
Î



Choosing a Typeface  Alex’s Top 6

Avenir
Bodoni
Clarendon

Frutiger
Minion
Univers

Web: Google Open Sans Apple UI: San Francisco 

Monospace: Adobe Source Code Android UI: Roboto

The Vignelli Five: Bodoni, Century, Futura, Helvetica, Times New Roman
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The Structure of Microinteractions
What makes effective microinteractions is not only their contained size, but also their
form. A beautifully crafted microinteraction gracefully handles four different parts,
which will be described next (see Figure 1-13).

Figure 1-13. The structure of microinteractions.

These four parts—the trigger that initiates the microinteraction, the rules that determine
how the microinteraction works, the feedback that illuminates the rules, and loops and
modes, the meta rules that affect the microinteraction—are a way to design and dissect
microinteractions.

The first part of any microinteraction is the trigger. With turning off the ringer on an
iPhone, the trigger is user-initiated, meaning that the user has to do something—in this
case, flip a switch—to begin the microinteraction. Thus, many microinteractions begin
with an understanding of user need: what the user wants to accomplish, when they want
to do it, and how often. This determines the affordances, accessibility, and persistence
of the trigger. In our silencing-the-phone example, turning off the ringer is a very com‐
mon action that users want to perform all the time, rapidly. Thus the trigger (the Ringer/
Silent switch) is available all the time, instantly able to be turned on and off no matter
what application is running. It was so important, it’s one of only five physical controls
on the iPhone. Controls—digital and/or physical—are the most important part of user-
initiated triggers. They provide not only the ability to engage with a microinteraction
(and sometimes the ability to adjust it while in progress), but also usually the visual
affordance that the microinteraction is even there (see Figure 1-14). If there were no
ringer on/off switch on the iPhone, you might expect the phone had that functionality,
but have to guess at where to find it. In many older mobile phones (and even in some
phones still), silencing the phone was buried under several layers of a settings menu.
Even for users who knew where the setting was, it took as much as 10 seconds to turn
the ringer on or off. It takes less than a second to flip the physical Ringer/Silent switch.

Of course, the physical control doesn’t have to be a switch either. Although the best
designs feel inevitable, there is almost nothing designed that could not be designed
differently. On Windows Phones, the trigger is a pressable rocker button (which also
controls volume) that, when pressed, presents users with a screen overlay that lets users
choose ringer status as “vibrate” or “ring + vibrate.”
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Figure 1-14. An example of a trigger. In iOS (as in Windows Phone), you can use the
camera even on a locked phone. Pressing the camera icon bounces the bottom bar up a
little, indicating that you swipe up to get the camera functionality. Of course, slide to
unlock is its own trigger as well.

But triggers need not be user-initiated. Increasingly, triggers are system-initiated—
when the device or application itself detects that certain conditions have been met and
begins a microinteraction. The triggering condition could be anything from detecting
that a new email arrived, to the time of day, to the price of a particular stock, to the
location of the user in the world. For silencing the phone, one could easily imagine that
function integrating with your calendar, so that it automatically silences the phone
whenever you’re in a meeting. Or by knowing your location, it automatically goes silent
whenever you’re in a movie theater or symphony hall. As our applications and devices
become more sensor-full and context-aware, the more ability they could have to make
decisions on their own about how they operate.

The Structure of Microinteractions | 15

Triggers are covered in Chapter 2.

Understandably, users may want, if not the ability to adjust these system-initiated trig‐
gers, then at least the understanding of how they operate, just as Patron X probably
would have liked to know how silencing his phone worked. In other words, they want
to know the rules of the microinteraction.

Once a microinteraction has been initiated, it engages a sequence of behavior. In other
words: something happens. This usually means turning some piece of functionality or
interactivity on, but it might just show the current state of the application or device. It
might use data to guess what the user wants to do. In whatever case, it turns on at least
one rule, and rules can usually be defined by a designer.

Figure 1-15. An example of a rule. When you’re using the music-streaming service Spo‐
tify and then turn it on on another platform, the first instance of Spotify pauses. If you
resume playing on the first instance, the second platform will pause. This creates a very
frictionless, cross-platform service. (Courtesy Sebastian Hall.)

Take what is probably the simplest microinteraction there is: turning on a light. Once
you use the trigger (a light switch), the light turns on. In a basic light setup, there is a
single rule: the light stays on and fully lit until the switch is turned off. You can change
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Even more than with triggers, feedback is the place to express the personality of the
product. Indeed, feedback could be said, along with the overall form, to completely
define the product’s personality.

Feedback is not only graphics, sounds, and vibrations; it’s also animation (see
Figure 1-16). How does a microinteraction appear and disappear? What happens when
an item moves: how fast does it go? Does the direction it moves in matter?

Figure 1-16. An example of feedback. In Coda2, the Process My Order button becomes
a progress bar when pressed. The text should change to Processing Order and Order
Processed!, however. (Courtesy Christophe Hermann and Little Big Details.)

Feedback can have its own rules as well, such as when to appear, how to change colors,
how to rotate the screen when the user turns a tablet on its side. These rules may them‐
selves become their own microinteractions, as users might want to adjust them manually
as a setting.

Feedback is discussed in Chapter 4.

The last part of microinteractions are the loops and modes that make up its meta rules.
What happens over time with the microinteraction: do the interactions remain until
manually turned off (as is the case with the Ringer/Silence switch) or do they expire
after a while? What happens during an interruption or when conditions change? See
Figure 1-17 for an example.
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Although it’s often undesirable, some microinteractions have different modes. For in‐
stance, take the example of a weather app. Its main (default) mode is all about displaying
the weather. But perhaps users have to enter another mode to enter the locations they’d
like weather data from.

Figure 1-17. An example of a loop. On eBay, if you’ve bought the same item in the past,
the button changes from “Buy it now” to “Buy another.” (Courtesy Jason Seney and Lit‐
tle Big Details.)

Loops and modes are discussed in Chapter 5.

Microinteractions as a Philosophy
There are three ways of incorporating microinteractions into products. The first is to
think about them on a case-by-case basis. During the course of a design project or when
simply refining your product, try to identify any possible microinteractions. Make a list
of them, then treat each as such. For each one, deliberately consider the structure as
outlined in this book, and see if you can polish each individual component. You’ll wind
up with elegant microinteractions—and possibly Signature Moments.

Signature Moments are those microinteractions that are product differentiators. A cus‐
tom trigger control (such as the original iPod’s scroll wheel) or an elegant “loading”
animation or a catchy sound (“You’ve Got Mail!”) can be marketed as though they are
features and used cross-platform or in other products by the same organization. A
Signature Moment will help create customer loyalty and recognition. The Like button
on Facebook is now so well known that it’s part of the brand.

The challenge in working this way is keeping the scope of the microinteraction limited.
The tendency is to turn them into features, because that is the way most designers are
used to working. We want to tackle big problems and solve everything. Microinterac‐
tions are an exercise in restraint, in doing as much as possible with as little as possible.
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An example of a rule. When you’re using the 
music-streaming service Spotify and then turn 
it on on another platform, the first instance of 
Spotify pauses. If you resume playing on the 
first instance, the second platform will pause. 
This creates a very frictionless, cross-platform 
service. (Courtesy Sebastian Hall.)

An example of feedback. In Coda2, the Process 
My Order button becomes a progress bar 
when pressed. The text should change to 
Processing Order and Order Processed!, 
however. (Courtesy Christophe Hermann and 
Little Big Details.)

An example of a loop. On eBay, if you’ve 
bought the same item in the past,
the button changes from “Buy it now” to “Buy 
another.” (Courtesy Jason Seney and Little
Big Details.)

An example of a trigger. In iOS (as in 
Windows Phone), you can use the 
camera even on a locked phone. 
Pressing the camera icon bounces 
the bottom bar up a little, indicating 
that you swipe up to get the camera 
functionality. Of course, slide to
unlock is its own trigger as well.

Safer, Dan. Microinteractions
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